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Bilocation Mexico and parts USA.
Saturday 22 February 2020.
Prepared by Cyril.

Foreword : I wanted to do all of Central America. But it was too big.
Then I wanted to do Mexico, especially the border with the USA following
the huge crime rate which rages there due to human, drugs and weapons
trafficking and who knows what else which makes so many people
unhappy.
I discovered that ancient Mexico or the countries conquered by Spain a
few hundreds of years ago reached the actual States of Colorado,
California, Texas, Arizona and New Mexico in the United States of
America. It is later that the Spaniards/Mexicans were driven down by the
"gringos" after numerous battles.
(gringos = Central American name for English-speaking Americans in the North
of the United States at the time).

The current border between Mexico and the USA only exists since 1853
and, following the agreements, cut several ancient Mexican cities in half.
Many Mexicans at the time moved from this new American soil to settle
across the border in Mexico. As a result, these cities remained connected
to each other, sometimes bearing the same name on both sides of the
border. The border even passes through several cities, and people have
continued to trade with each other. These cities are called bi-national
cities.
I also learned a lot about the ancient peoples who inhabited these regions
before the European arrived.
The Celestials led me little by little, and with detours, to the places which
are on the map below. It’s very different from what I imagined at the

start, even intermittently. Because I had several blockages, blockages
which came from my own mind which took over too quickly. Too quickly
satisfied, too quickly wanting to conclude. After each blockage I went into
meditation and asked to receive an "indication", a city name, a place, just
a little something. And it came. Like an intuition or just a city name and I
was able to continue my research. This is how I ended up starting from
the Mexican border way up in Colorado (USA) on one side and way down
to Mexico City.
I hope that during this bilocation we will be able to bring happiness, hope,
peace and a better life to all these different peoples : indigenous and
those with ancestors of other countries and continents, which we now
designate as Mexicans, Americans and Hispanics .
Cyril.

PLACES.
1) USA – Colorado– SAN MIGUEL PEAK – before UTE-territory,
boarding now UTE - reservation.

2) USA – UTAH - NAVAJO MOUNTAIN -Navajo reservation.

3) USA – CALIFORNIE– LOS ANGELES - MOUNT SAN ANTONIO –
ancient territories of the Tonga and Chumash people.

4) USA – TEXAS– EL PASO -Franklin Mountains – territory of the
ancient Manso, Suma and Jumano people.

5) USA – TEXAS - SAN ANTONIO City -ancient mission of Fort
Alamo– ancient territory of the Papaya.

6) MEXICO –MONTERREY -Cerro de la Silla – Pico Norte. Ancient
territory of the Azalapas, Huachichiles, Coahuiltecos and
Borrados.

7) MEXICO – near Mexico City –Monte Tlaloc – Zona
Archéologica – inhabited by the Nahuas people to whom
belonged the ancient Azteque and Tolteque people.

REPORT EXPERIENCES PARTICIPANTS.
S. : 1h47
After the prayer, I asked my guardian angels to take me to the meeting
point. Once there, I heard a lot of voices, it was like a demonstration.
Then I heard like two shots. Then I went into deep meditation of which I
have no memories. When I got up, my whole body was trembling, as if a
strong wind was shaking me. I was also tired.
Joa. : 35 min.

I have seen a lot of injustice towards people and cultures in one of the
most sacred regions of the world. I also saw that in time these populations
will live in peace and that knowledge of ancient civilizations will be
restored. My head was very active, especially around chakra 6. I feel that
more and more during my meditations. I feel peaceful and grateful to
have been able to participate and thanks to Cyril for the preparation of
this bilocation.
Fe.: 1h10.
I fell into deep meditation of which I have no memories. I had trouble
getting up and I was very tired.
Er. : 1h03.
Nothing special to report. I went to the first meeting place in Colorado San Miguel Peak and almost immediately, while having a slight feeling at
my chakra 4, I went into deep meditation from where I came back without
any memories and from which I needed a time to get out due to a state of
numbness.
Cha: 42 min. – 1rst experience with a bilocation.
Ready to start - I felt slightly lifted; I did not see anything from the trip to
the destination, but I did feel activity on chakra 7.
When I arrived at San Miguel Peak, it was dark gray there for a while.
Then clear spots appeared with a clear ring around it and after a while a
light yellow ring appeared. My chakra 7 was still busy. I saw white faces
on a black background.
Then we went to Navaho Mountain - here same thing. First all was dark
gray, then bright sparkling’s, a ring of light around it, then another light
yellow ring around it. I felt pressure on the right and left side of my head
towards my ears. Again briefly saw some white faces on a black
background.

At San Antonio Mountain (Los Angeles), it was dark gray for a while. Then
my eyes started to move and I saw something like lightnings almost 20
times as if it was synchronized with my breathing. Then again sparkles
and a ring around. The area seemed lighter this time. I felt a lot of activity
around my head but not on C7.
From there to El Paso: activities in my head, everything was dark gray,
after a while it became light yellow.
Then towards the city of San Antonio-Alamo (Texas): - same as in El
Paso.
Then I was lifted to Monterrey (Mexico): everything was gray and I had
pressure on my head.
I have no memories of Mexico : Monterrey and Monte Tlaloc .
I saw a very clear image: like an open door in a ceiling with a big black
hole in the middle. Sparkling rays came out like around a lamp. A figure
arrived - I don't know where it came from, it did not come out of this dark
opening, it stayed a little behind. Then a 2nd, 3rd and 4th became visible.
It was as if they were dancing in a circle counterclockwise, like jumping up
and down. One of these figures in the background had large wings and
those wings were moving. I opened my eyes - my thoughts were coming
back. I closed my eyes again and saw them again, but this time on the
other side of this opening. Then they left and my meditation was over.
Al. : 50min.
I remember I got to San Miguel Peak, I remember the wind that blew, but
nothing more. I only had a few foot flashbacks that went down, but I can't
say exactly which mountain it was. I wish I could describe more, but I
know it was good for these countries and their people. Since I am
absolutely not used to seeing images during meditation, it was very
exciting for me.

Rob. : 1h35 min.
I haven't seen anything this time. Only the royal blue color that did not
leave my eyes until I entered deep meditation.
Za. : 40min. – 1rst experience of a bilocation.
I took the direction of Mexico, then I visualized the route.
I came to a place in Mexico where I sent energy. Then I was in a desert
with hot sand and a little wind: I also sent energy.
My chakra 7 was slightly active.
I don't know when, but there were lights, there was like a red light. There
was also twice a yellow light.
I went to San Antonio (Los Angeles) where I was high up: I sent energy.
Then I went to Texas but it was fast and I went back to San Antonio
where I stayed for a long time.
In fact, in writing, I ask myself the question if it is was not my
imagination: it is too weird, do I lived these things? What reassures me is
the lights I see and feel. They are so intense and beautiful that I have the
impression that people are coming to look for me. I just love it!!!! Then I
know that I'm not alone.
Br. : 45min -1rst experience with a bilocation.
No memories, but the feeling of a big presence (heavy point) and
sensations at on my chakra 6. Glad to have participated.
Jac. : 44 Min
I did not feel any particular sensation. I saw that we were creating a Light
Anchor there, as in all places we visited below.
Then departure for- Navajo Mountain: there I had the impression that the
American Indians - 1st people on this territory - accompanied us in our
enterprise to bring peace between peoples.

Then Mount San Antonio, near Los AngelesThen Franklin Mountains near the town of El Paso
Then Texas - the town of San Antonio - Fort Alamo
Then Mexico - city of Monterrey - Pico Norte
Finally near Mexico City - Monte Tlaloc where the Aztecs lived. I had the
impression that these peoples also accompanied us in our work.
The creation of this network of Light Anchors will generate harmony and
unity between these 2 countries.
JP.: 1h10.
I started by feeling energies passing from left to right, others stopping at the
heart. Then a whole circulation of energies around my head, from top to bottom,
from right to left, in a circle, putting my chakras 6 and 7 in a lot of activity. I
slept twice, I got up on the second wake up.

Bilocation Mexico and USA
1) San Miguel Peak in Colorado.
I found myself above this mountain without feeling much, trying to send
energy through my chakra 6, I did not stay there long.
2) .Navajo Mountain
My gaze fixed itself for a long time above the plain below, until I felt
waves of energy there, then it was higher in the intermediate part with
more force; and finally the mountain was charged with energy; I slept 2
times and change place on waking.
3) .Mount San Antonio (Los Angeles)
At first I didn't feel anything, afterwards my eyes closed for a long time
and then I left the place.
4).El Paso – Texas - Franklin Mountains State Park

Here a certain neutrality, I stood there a long time to send energy through
my chakra 6.
5) .Texas - City of San Antonio - Fort Alamo.
I found myself there enjoying a good soothing, unifying energy to leave
the place by blessing it.
6). City of Monterrey in Mexico
Finding back that neutrality, I stayed there long enough by sending
energy, first to the 4 corners; I beat my chest with my hands as if I
needed to release bad energy in my heart: anger, violence, ....next falling
asleep, no longer looking at the city to leave it with my eyes closed.
7). Mexico City - Monte Tlaloc
On arrival, a weakening, depression, falling asleep, as if the place was
protecting itself from people. During this time I try to send energy. A bit
later, I felt better and better; I can finally look at the monuments with
respect, to finish by blessing them.
Rod. : 45 min. - I was unable to concentrate, my thoughts always arose.
Ju. : 54 min: - My chakra 5 has been very active for a long time and I felt
a blow under my right breast. For the rest, no memories.
Tue: 15 min - I felt a strong heat.
Or. : 15 min - I felt like a helmet was pressed on my head.
El.: 1h
At first, the trip was very fast. When I got to the top of the mountain, I
saw darkness for a while. I was pulled up to see what was happening
below. Then I was brought down: the darkness had disappeared and I saw
some members of the group that I could not identify. Then three women
appeared in the middle to guide us on the way: two were dressed in a

white dress and one in sky blue. Then I fell into a deep meditation from
which I came out without memories.
Vo .: 1h
After arriving in the 1st place of San Miguel peak, I saw a ball of white
light, not too bright, which quickly passed me and then disappeared. I felt
a lot of wandering souls during this bilocation with a strong pressure on
my chakra 3 at one point.
Cyril .: 1h20:
I have no memory of this bilocation, of which the preparation fascinated
me soo much.
Chri. : 1h20 –
I had a pleasant feeling during the bilocation. No memories.
Wivine : 1h20min
Something was said to me during this bilocation - which was already very
unusual in itself - that made the ground disappear under my feet. I then
asked for permission to do some research first for myself, to support this
information and understand it more fully. I asked that they would come
back afterwards to confirm their explanations on what they showed and
told me. They placed a firecracker under so many things, and I stayed
reluctant to talk about it.
Until my "little God" said to me, "Wivine, we've done it so many times.
What is holding you back? Let's go for it one more time! No harm done,
keep confidence. "
So after several days of research, I decided to go for it and the following
came out in a few minutes:
Many indigenous or aboriginal populations of North America, like - the Ute
- the Pueblo - the Cheyenne - the Hopi, the Zunis, the Apaches and others
know a Creator, different orders of Higher Spiritual Beings and their

helpers, all created by the Creator. They knew what the Urantia Book calls
the seven Mansion worlds and the journey it takes for the soul to
perfect itself by constantly being reborn, transformed on each of these
seven morontia worlds to finally reach the Divine State of the Creator.
They often call them "star worlds", which cannot be seen with the naked
eye, not even with a telescope. They know that their earthly life is
extremely important and should not be wasted.
They knew the "Holy Mothers", like the soul of Mother Earth and the
Superior Mother Spirits and Protecting Goddesses. They knew that the
universe consists of two polarities for creation, which we call male-female.
For this reason they respect women as their equal partners and many
always dance their sacred ceremonies in circles, man and woman
together, arm in arm.
Their leaders were always chosen among those who possessed the highest
spiritual Wisdom and knowledge of healing powers (energy) and herbs
(medicine-man). By communicating for everything with the spiritual world
and seeing the spiritual origin/power in all matter, they obtained a long
healthy life of abundance.
These wise men did not need technology to travel, even to distant planets.
Nor to communicate with each other over long distances, even with beings
from elsewhere in space. They knew what they call the "interior world" of
our planet, and could consciously go to these Mansion Worlds during their
meditations. For them, science and spiritual wisdom were one and the
same. Among them, some possessed a soul level that you are still trying
to reach.
Some knew that the arrival of the Europeans would be dramatic for them ;
that the development of their technologies, chemicals and viruses would
lead to the destruction not only of humans but also of animals, plants and
the earth. Even becoming a danger to the entire solar system.

They knew about the existence of dark forces, lower souls and fallen
angels who live in different dimensions around the earth. They had a
technique for bringing together what you call "wandering souls and lower
dark entities" so that they can no longer harm. They know that many of
them were released by the hands and practices of ignorant people and
that it became a global scourge.
There are "Sages" between those people of the Western hemisphere or
the Americas, who await the arrival of their "White Man" because his
arrival would herald a reversal of their situation and that of all humanity.
What happened at Mount San Miguel in Colorado and afterwards?
When I got there, it was dark, which is usually the case when we are in
the 4th dimension around the earth.
We formed a big circle with a lot of people and waited a little higher up.
There were others inside the circle, a little lower, and when I had a closer
look, I saw the natives, the Indians, doing their "sacred dances" in "pairs"
around the foot of the mountain.
It looked like it was "their moment", "their ritual". We were just there as
extras.
After a long period of "dancing and singing", something suddenly came
out from the top of the mountain. A slowly rising white head. Then I saw
the "face" of this celestial being. He looked like a "White Indian" with
features of a wise old man. He had no feathers on his head. He had a line
in the middle of the head hair and wore two long braids. His translucent
white face resembled the photo below, without the headband.

The Indians continued to dance and sing sacred songs. The “White Man"
continued to climb slowly until he was completely out.
We immediately created a large Light anchor, we the extras, while they
continued their songs and dances inside this Light anchor. This "White
Man" continued to climb slowly until he stepped out of the Light anchor
and stood above it.
Then I left for the 2nd place: Navajo Mountain in the Navajo reserve.
I knew there was a rock formation in this area with many wandering souls
and dark entities. However the Celestials chose to bring everything out of
the region through the mountain on the picture above after we created a
Light anchor and that this "White Man" had first entered and left it. What
came out of it looked like a long, dark, sticky mass on which the celestial
helpers were still working when we left for the
3rd place: Los Angeles and Mount San Antonio.
We first sent a lot of energy to the city of Los Angeles until it was lit up.
Then we went to the mountains where Mount San Antonio is located. We
were standing there in a large circle that surrounded a huge area. We
created a multi-level Light anchor. On the top and third floor, Cyril, Carole
and I with "The White Man" were beaming towards each other. We, of
course with the Energy of our God fragment.
This was astonishing. Who was this "White Man"? Was it a human like us
who had a God fragment? Was he a Paradise Son? No answer.
When this multi-level Light Anchor was completed "The White Man"
stood at the top. He was smiling at someone who was coming towards
him. The personality who arrived was a big "Black Man" who looked like
a Nubian pharaoh, with something on his head, golden bracelets around
his arms and dressed in a big loincloth in different colors.
They shook hands, patted each other as if they were old friends who met
on the road. They laughed and talked to each other, but I couldn't

understand what they were saying. Then "The Black Man" suddenly left in
the direction of the city of San Antonio in Texas.
My surprise was at its height. Who were this "Black Man" and this
"White Man" who shook hands as good friends?
The answer came:
Long ago, when there was more land and large islands in the Indian
Ocean, when the Mediterranean was still an inland sea, 10,000 years ago
and more, black populations traveled to many places by sea, land and
underground. They first arrived on the American continents along the
Indian Ocean and later by the Atlantic Ocean. What you now call the
"Amerindian peoples" came later and not all via the "Bering Strait" as your
archaeologists claim.
The “black populations” are very diverse in Africa and around the world,
just like the “Amerindian populations”; by skin color but also in their facial
features and physiognomy. They spread all over the American continents.
When the other peoples (Indians) arrived a few thousand years later, they
mingled but also fought against each other until a huge part of the first
black population was eradicated, not all of them.
What the Urantia Book says about the origin of the different colored races
and the origin of the white races is not correct. The old way of classifying
people by skin color into superior and inferior races is obsolete and stems
from an unfortunate ignorance. Your genetic science has already
demonstrated this through their research on the different populations of
all continents and will bring even more clarity to the subject in the very
near future.
The descendants of the Sages of the black and colored people, from all
continents, will resuscitate the "ancestral wisdom" that their ancestors
received from the Higher Spiritual Beings. This will be done first on the
North American continent (Canada-USA-Mexico-Central America), helped by

their "Ancestral Celestial Beings and helpers", which will ultimately have
an effect on all continents.
Then I received an image of a triangle where
-. "The White/Indian Man" was standing to the left of the map of the
United States, near Los Angeles and
-. "The Black Man" on the right in the San Antonio-Texas area.
There was a white line between the two Men and another two white lines
that left upwards from each Man. These two other lines converged at the
top of the triangle. A white orb radiated much light above that point,
located somewhere in the middle of the Canada-US border.
At first glance, you might think that the "white ball of light" at the top of
the triangle represents "the white people" who influence the American
continents and beyond since a long time ; and that this triangle represents
friendship and union between all populations who live there.
The explanation followed:
The "orb of white light" represents the "Creator of all" and from now on it
will be His Wisdom and Love that will reign up there.
The indigenous peoples, aborigines of the Americas, Africa, Oceania, India
and Asia will join forces to revive their "Ancestral Wisdom" - formerly
given to God’s children; for now only known and practiced by a few.
"The White Indian" and "the Black Man" are not the Paradise Sons you
know as - Aaron, Luova or Jesus. They also have nothing to do with what
is written in The Urantia Book about the ancient great sages of all colored
races who now sit in the seraphic government of the planet.
The «White Indian Man » IS
-.the Higher Spiritual Being of all American Indians from the Nord to the
South, just as

The «Black Man » IS
The Higher Spiritual Being of all black people of the America’s, Africa,
Oceania, India, and South Asia.
I then left for "El Paso", San Antonio - Fort Alamo, Monterrey and Mexico
City where we eliminated a lot of darkness to place beautiful huge Light
anchors in their mountains.
Many places and sacred mountains of the ancient indigenous populations
have been tarnished by darkness. They were now restored to their sacred
state.
We do this in many places around the world, among other things. We
have already traveled a large part of the world and are making good
progress since the Melchizedeks asked us to divide into small groups.
End.
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